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Making it Work 
The following unit stands as an artistic testament to the entire workbook and is an 
expression of Margolis Method itself. I have known Jonathan Beller, Denise Myers and 
Boris Daussa Pastor for many years, and worked with them as a mentor, a colleague 
and as an admirer of their scholarly and artistic achievements. Maggie Anderson and 
Anna DeMers are most welcome members to the Margolis Method family and bring a 
new energy and perspective to the work.


Each of these artists have devoted substantial time to understanding and embodying 
the specificity of Margolis Method exercises, and are exemplary champions of the 
Method’s larger vision of individual artistic empowerment. Through the work of these 
teaching artists I have seen scores of young artists infected with the creativity bug, and 
have had the opportunity to work with many of them myself.


The teaching of the theatre arts in an institutional setting has huge challenges, starting 
with the minimal contact hours a semester offers to students already buried in a heavy 
workload and so many new life experiences. Without the luxury of five hour studio days 
and the focus afforded by the Margolis Method Center’s rural location, teaching artists 
in Universities, Colleges and High Schools must be extremely creative and caring 
thinkers who can shape what little time they have with students to be as impactful as 
possible. This chapter begins to outline the strategies of just such teaching artists. 
Boris Daussà Pastor’s recent lecture at an international conference printed in this 
chapter is an important step in contextualizing Margolis Method in the greater 
landscape of theatre philosophy, training and creation.

-Kari Margolis


The Journey of Certifying 
I can’t overstate what a rewarding and inspiring experience working with Certifying 
artists is. Having gone through the journey myself and played a part in the codification 
and formation of the Professor Certification, the Program is a highlight of my year. 
Getting to work with insightful teaching artists with diverse backgrounds and a shared 
thirst for knowledge and craft is both an honor and a joy. Each year we bring new 
discoveries to the table, and I’m always learning from the specificity and focus that 
teachers bring to interfacing with the work. Whether it’s exploring an improvisation or 
microscopically finessing an exercise, there’s a special kind of electricity in the studio 
when a group of teaching artists are working together.


For me, Certification is about more than perfecting technique or mastering principles. It’s 
about sharing. Sharing ideas, questions, experiences, solutions, and growth. Together we 
see not only the growth of the Method, but of each other as artists and as a group of 
creators and teachers. It’s emblematic of what I think is the heart of theatre itself.

-Jarod Hanson




Introduction
The universal principles at the heart of Margolis Method make it a powerful teaching tool in any 
curriculum. While mastery of the Method’s exercises takes years of practice, the concepts and 
pedagogical techniques are immediately accessible and applicable. The articles presented 
here are exemplary of seasoned, insightful teaching artists making use of Margolis Method in 
their syllabi in various ways to enhance the educational experience of their students and 
empower their creativity and artistry. This year’s contributions also speak to putting Margolis 
Method in a historical context, an extremely important next step that benefits all artists working 
with the Method.

Each article is representative of the Method’s universality and organic nature; every teaching 
artist finds their own way to apply the Margolis Method to their curriculum to meet their specific 
goals and students’ needs. From improvisations to scripted scene work to choreography, the 
truisms of storytelling exist and can be analyzed and practiced with the Method. It’s exciting 
and inspiring to read each contributor’s tactics, insights, and results, as they all offer not only 
their unique perspectives, but a shared experience we all as teachers can relate to and learn 
from.
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Writing by Maggie Anderson

Maggie Anderson: 
“Cross Training:” Using the Margolis Method as the 

Foundational Practice and Connecting Approach for 
the Interdisciplinary Performing Arts Instruction 

I wear a variety of hats as a creative, performing and teaching artist, as do many of us in this chosen 
profession. We do this fueled by inspiration, calling and often, necessity. I gravitate towards musical 
theater as my primary artistic medium because since childhood I have felt compelled to express 
myself and navigate the themes I encounter in the world through music, dance, and words. The 
combination of all three provides a transcendent experience for me as an artist. 


In my current position as an educator within the Department of Theater at Temple University, I teach 
courses in areas of dance, acting, movement, and singing. The scope of my offerings includes: 
teaching graduate MFA acting students, directors, and filmmakers (Movement, Dance for the Actor, 
Yoga, Coaching Methods); undergraduate BA acting students (Movement, a course called The 
Creative Spirit and Dance for the Actor); and my primary area of focus, Musical Theater training, in 
which I teach BFA musical theater majors and MA musical theater graduate students (courses include 
all areas of dance: Jazz, Theater Dance Repertoire, Tap, Ballet and Partnering; Musical Theater Vocal 
Repertoire - acting songs and scenes from the musical theater, operetta and pop/rock cannon, and 
Fundamentals of Voice and Movement). As an instructor, the Margolis Method has provided me 
with an inspiring, inventive and practical way to connect ideas for students and give a common 
language and application to the training within the often compartmentalized program structure. 
I use the method as the connective tissue between their acting, singing and dancing. The 
pedagogical techniques provide a clear language and tangible way to coach and practice craft.    

My mantra for performing artists who have the tendency to hide behind text and the sound of their 
speech, belt out some major vocal gymnastics in a song and kick to their face while doing five 
pirouettes with the intention of transforming an audience is this: “Sound and steps don’t make people 
gasp; moments do.” The way I aim to train my students and coach my performers is always in support 
of this statement. When it comes to coaching the creative and performing artist across various 
disciplines, the Margolis Method has become a primary tool for my vocabulary and instruction 
because it transcends aesthetic and genre in relation to the performer connecting to him or 
herself, fellow artists and the material at hand, whether it be a dance, a song, a monologue or a 
scene. As a musical theater specialist, this has been a vital and defining device in my own 
pedagogical exploration and growth, and has refined how I communicate, choreograph, direct and 
analyze material to make discoveries and get concrete results from my students and cast members. 
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Writing by Maggie Anderson

I apply Kari’s methods in everything I do. In training the dance skills portion for the musical theater 
performer, it is imperative that I teach my students how to express their bodies in dance through the 
lens of the actor in a way that enhances the skill of the storyteller; not just simply the aesthetic of 
concert dance. Singers as well must not merely be a container for sound and resonance; they must be 
a vehicle for communication. This requires an actor-centric and specific way to infuse gesture and 
technical prowess with meaning, relationship to core, internal and external worlds and sensitivity to 
space, form, dynamics, patterns and partnering relationships. In addition to tending to and shaping 
technical proficiency (alignment, placement, breath flow, resonance, style, vocabulary, etc.), the 
performer has to represent, express and manifest the psychological state of being of the characters in 
sometimes linear, sometimes circular, sometimes abstract plot lines. Much like the lens of the camera 
and cinema can capture a thought or inner state of turmoil or joy of a character; musical theatre dance 
and song should, I believe, provide this palette to unveil the emotional world that is not necessarily 
expressed through text or lyrics. Much of the choreographic work produced in the musical theatre 
genre is also moving in this direction with shows like Hamilton, Waitress, Spring Awakening and 
American Idiot. It is also the original intent of Agnes De Mille’s idea about the device of the “Dream 
Ballet.” Just as a performer has to execute an old-school production number stylistically in a musical 
as an extension of heightened emotion that surpasses words and song, they also must be able to 
physically connect and articulate the inner psychological state, needs, wants, desires of the characters 
as conveyed through movement and dance. Margolis Method is invaluable in teaching this 
approach.  

The fundamental exercises in the Method give us a way to practice and make discoveries about the 
physical score in a musical other than just technically “getting it right,” or predictably and maniacally 
smiling while doing a series of time steps in a production number. Musical theater often gets a bad rap 
for this. What is a truly primal form of the deepest and oldest ritualistic expression through fusion of 
song, dance and words can get marginalized to a style of extreme cheesiness. This doesn’t have to be 
the case. I found that using Kari’s exercises and principles while working on a piece like Anything 
Goes (which Temple produced last season) brought a new sincerity and visceral vitality to a production 
that might otherwise have been dismissed exclusively as fluff and entertainment. Many dance 
instructors will say “show me the story through the dance” or “I need to see YOU more in the 
movement,” but other than emoting through the mask of the face and using dynamic gesticulations, 
students often don’t have a vocabulary for how to increase the connection as well as amplify and 
nuance their interpretations of the piece. 


In the time that I have been directly applying the method with my students I have seen tremendous 
growth, success, and empowerment not only in the studio and onstage, but in the way these young 
artists launch themselves from the bridge of academia into their professional careers. I have had 
casting directors say that students coming out of our program have something unique about the way 
they approach auditions and the material – they don’t just see and execute steps and musical notes, 
they see and execute moments and know how to intuitively and spontaneously create an arc and 
compelling trajectory. I credit the Margolis Method for refining my vocabulary for instruction so 
that my students have a deeper awareness of themselves as artists making interesting choices, 
taking risks, and doing it with sensitivity and specificity, which (as Kari so beautifully states and 
emphasizes through the work), elicits creativity. 

I am indebted and extremely grateful to Kari and the faculty at the Margolis center for their well-crafted 
lessons throughout both the summer professor certification and student sessions, workshops and 
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Writing by Maggie Anderson

online classes; many of which I have taken copious notes on and continue to follow in structure and 
content. 


I am also very much inspired by the writing of Jonathan Beller and Denise Myers in the 2015 workbook 
relating their creative and strategic applications and usage of the Method within the challenges of 
Higher Education. Having this dialogue and these resources as I continue to develop my teaching of 
this beautiful body of work is supportive and remarkable and I am thankful for the generosity and 
insight of this community.


Here is an overview of how I am applying the Margolis content in an interdisciplinary structure with 
various classes while respectfully connecting, enhancing and honoring the different pedagogies and 
techniques used by my colleagues in our acting curriculum. In particular I address more of the dance 
and singing work since that may appear a less obvious place for direct application.


A semester is 14 weeks, 28 classes total. Studio time is twice a week and class length is an hour and 
twenty minutes. When working with the Margolis content ideally I would like more time. At this stage in 
my understanding and teaching of the Margolis exercises, my biggest trial is the tendency to over plan 
the amount of content that we are able to get through in a single class (in my desire to illuminate), but 
I’m learning; and yes, I do believe that in spite of the time constraint I can absolutely make it work and 
leave them with an empowered feeling of ownership of the selected practices within a semester. 
Manifestation doesn’t necessarily always come to full fruition, but the tools are solidly in the toolbox 
and the seeds are securely planted. 


With movement and what we call “foundations” class, I enhance my existing syllabi and curriculum 
with exercises from the Method. We begin (and end) the semester by pondering the following 
questions (which I completely credit Kari and my studies at the center, in particular last summer for 
helping me to identify and clarify):

• WHAT IS THE SKILL SET OF AN ACTOR?

• WHAT IS THE ACTORS CRAFT, and more importantly, HOW DO WE PRACTICE ACTING inside 

and outside of studio and performance? (This question particularly hits home for the musicians 
and dancers in my classes who can tell you exactly how they practice their dancing and singing 
skill set but are stumped when asked about the practice of acting outside the studio.) WHAT 
SKILLS ARE WE CULTIVATING? WHAT MAKES AN ACTOR AN ACTOR, READY TO DO THE TASK 
AT HAND? 


• WHAT SEPARATES A LIVE PERFORMANCE (that we must be present to experience) VERSUS 
SOMETHING WE COULD JUST READ ON A PAGE OR LISTEN TO ON THE RADIO? How do we 
discover the interplay between text and physical action (or simply physical action and no text at all) 
in order to make discoveries? 


• HOW DO WE EMBODY A PHYSICAL “SCORE” TO MAKE THE MATERIAL COME ALIVE WITH 
THIS UNIQUE AND PRIMAL FORM OF EXPRESSION?


On day one of the semester this generally elicits some interesting (often vague) responses for the 
actor’s skill set such as: “being vulnerable, listening, responding, sensitivity, knowing actions, the ability 
to analyze material, understanding psychology, being free, being real, projecting and mirroring 
humanity .” Next I push them to articulate how you actually practice those concepts. The faces grow 
perplexed and the answers quickly trail off. 


*On a side note of interest in relating to these questions - I am perpetually curious as to what drives 
people to seek an advanced graduate degree in acting performance at certain stages of already 
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established careers, especially the type which we focus our recruitment towards at Temple (early to 
mid-career successful working artists with established professional resumes and bodies of work). We 
recruit a fully funded MFA acting cohort of 6 every three years, and I ask this question in addition to 
the questions above to these students as well on the first day of class. The answer 99% of the time 
seems to be: “The craft of acting seems elusive and that scares me. My tricks seem limited and I have 
gotten by on instincts and a preconceived notion of talent, maybe luck and type that has now worn out 
its shelf life. I need a refined skill set. I need to know how to practice acting. I need it to be less 
elusive.”  The feedback I have gotten from working with this particular demographic in our 
department is enlightening and greatly in support of what is illuminated to them by training in 
the Margolis Method. Here are the answers at the END of the semester for the questions posed 
above in reference to the skill set of the actor (I documented this during this past academic year): “The 
ability to express the internal and external worlds of a character,  to nuance the public and the private, 
to manifest a deep range of emotional and psychological states of being, ability to inhabit emotional 
transformation from one state to another, to take an audience on a clear journey of what is happening, 
to embody specificity of demeanor in all parts of the instrument, the ability to create and justify 
dramatic timing, to create relationships through giving and receiving , and shaping story through 
rhythm, tempo, dynamics, pattern, and emphasis.” They were also able to directly give voice to how 
one practices each skill by identifying exercises from the semester’s work. I couldn’t shut them up and 
it was exhilarating. Pretty different from the elusive idea of “the ability to be vulnerable.” Again, I 
credit Margolis Method.  

As I have discovered in the years of teaching aspiring undergraduate actors as well, initially they tend 
to label their experience running scenes and monologues as either really on or really off, but have no 
idea why in either direction. Students often come to the acting space without a foundational skill set, 
or with the misconception that you just “drop in and do it” right away, and so when they are 
disappointed with a moment, they further perpetuate the myth that some students are just “more 
talented,” as they wait to “feel it” or “drop in.” To them, it might as well be magic bestowed by the 
theatre Gods to a lucky few. What I find is that most students are very good at being directed – we put 
them into situations with classmates to stimulate an emotional and active response similar to whatever 
is necessary for their text or dramatic situation. Or we ask them to recall something from their lives or 
a similar place of discovery, or intellectually analyze the text and then expect that to solely support the 
execution of action. This is all wonderful, valid, and necessary – but do they know how to manifest a 
tactic or action with delicate nuances of their physical body merged with the expressive voice to 
inspire their scene partner and also themselves? If they put just as much time into that as they do 
knowing what the character had for breakfast and labeling their tactics we might see a different kind of 
accelerated growth. If they come to the acting studio with a skill set, the execution of specificity of 
story as laid out in the text might be quite more nuanced, further enhancing the depth of the final 
product of performance. Margolis Method was a complete game changer for me in this aspect, 
and my colleagues teaching various methods of acting to our students have remarked of the 
difference, maturity and possibility that the students working with me in various aspects of 
utilizing the Method approach the creative space.   

For my lesson plans in these fundamentals classes, I follow Kari’s traditional outline for class structure: 
specific actor prep chosen in support of the lesson, then research and development of a specific skill 
or principle in scholarly form and transitioning through various dramatic stages (as demonstrated in 
the workbook and through the online learning center), culminating in the showing of a brief 
improvisation or crafted packets and projects. The students quickly demystify the process of being in 
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the space and are called upon regularly to feel at home with presenting and performing. They learn to 
beautifully give feedback for each other’s work using Kari’s language, enhancing specificity, active 
participation and collaborative spirit for both the student performer and student audience. (I must also 
add that Kari’s articulation of listening and watching as an audience member with the “two hearts” has 
clarified a way of communicating what they experience for my students that has been exceptionally 
beneficial.) The sense of confidence that is acquired through this format is tremendous, not to 
mention the development of the foundational skill set of the actor in terms of Shape, Space, 
Dynamics and Time.  

Good movement is characterized by economy of effort, and that means the movement of the body 
and of sound, whether it is a simple walk or gesture or a complex dance sequence, the slightest 
vocalization of text or an aria (Kari’s concept of “dension” is extremely useful in this aspect). I love the 
Margolis approach, particular when teaching “movement” in the acting course trajectory because I’ve 
never really bought into the idea that we should compartmentalize these skills in the first place. Most 
actors must move and talk (and sometimes dance and sing) at the same time. I have found that 
Kari’s careful crafting of the component of speaking what you are doing within each Margolis 
exercise not only holds the students accountable for actually doing  what they say they are 
doing, but also allows them to unify their modes of expression and use each integral part of the 
actor’s instrument to inspire and shape discoveries. The text supports the work of holding us 
accountable to our physical action because we are always lining up the DOING with the SAYING, thus 
enhancing the mind/body/verbal connections. Acting is not compartmentalized training (why we would 
we separate the forms of expression if the goal is to integrate and enhance the actors body, mind, 
voice, and emotional responses as one in performance); therefore, our aim is to align the parts of the 
instrument as one.  The work of building a skill set is complex, sometimes exhaustingly tedious and 
requires deep concentration and focus. The foundational exercises are not designed for us to “lose” 
ourselves to experience, but rather to “find” ourselves in the work in an empowered fashion, while still 
maintaining moment to moment awareness and making decisions based on instant feedback from the 
body and mind.


Building on this foundation, once students are familiar with the exercises, I apply them and use them 
to coach dance combinations, monologues, scenes, and songs in our other technique classes. In my 
dance for the actor and theater dance rep class curriculum (as well as dance technique classes) I am 
asking the students, again, to create and transform their bodies into vessels of sensation 
capable of great expression, as is demanded by the discipline. That means a warmup must go 
beyond simply bringing blood and heat to the muscles and warming up the body to increase 
flexibility and stamina. In addition, throughout the class we must tap into the actor’s emotional 
instrument. This is why I LOVE the Margolis actor preparation exercises which are stimulating 
and efficient from all aspects – physical, vocal, emotional, and intellectual. A simple tendu 
exercise can be further enlivened by giving a particular leg a voluntary or involuntary character trait 
also within the exploration of tempo (same metronome, different timings - what that does that elicit 
dramatically or emotionally). Port de bras are enhanced by sensitivity of the core to gesture/gesture to 
core exercises. Battements are infused with “the down inspires the up” “pulleys” and the idea of 
“energy in two directions,” as well as taking the expressive quality from the mask of the face 
throughout the body (treating the legs as an expressive character in relationship to the torso and vice 
versa).  A standard plie sequence can become a thoughtful mini-piece of theater when I ask students 
to figure out how they will apply beginning, middle and end to the combination and where to place 
emphasis (within the limitations of the actual set physical sequence) so they don’t separate technical 
practices from performance practices. They become one and the same. Supportive resistance is of 
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course one of the fundamental practices of the dancer as well. I see students having major “ah-ha” 
moments when we work “bones versus muscles”. In a Martha Graham floor and contraction 
sequence, as we shape shift, I will often use the concepts of “emptying and filling the actor with 
dramatic potential” as well as “the legs fill the torso” and vice versa exercise, and transformative 
directions of “I want to stay up but the energy pulls me down/I want to stay down but the energy lifts 
me up.” “Elastics and springs” are incredibly useful in dance sequences that move across the floor 
(from one side of the room to another). Watching a dancer do a series of grand jetes while envisioning 
an elastic or spring attached to the core as they justify the need to repeat the movement and give 
themselves permission to manipulate the phrase according to emotional impulse is riveting. It adds a 
whole new dimension of humanity and theatricality and enhances the WHY and HOW of moving 
through space. 


During dance combinations I will often use Kari’s framework of “creating conditions” and ask them to 
be specific about their imagined environment (i.e. are you in a small world or a vast one, are you 
limited to expressing primarily in a vertical tube, are you in a round world or a flat world, are you in a 
dream state or real time, etc.) as a way of stimulating their creativity to infuse the repetitious act of the 
dance sequences with continued life and outward awareness. During execution of learned 
choreography (mine and others such as Jerome Robbins COOL or Bob Fosse’s ALL THAT JAZZ or a 
movement phrase from one of Agnes DeMille’s  Dream Ballets), as an assignment I may ask the 
students as homework to apply various exercises to the combination and bring back a final 
performance that enhances their physical and emotional connection to the story. Exercises may 
include strategically placing five points of voluntary energy and three points of involuntary energy to 
the phrase to specify dramatic intent, or using the grid in relationship to one another with elastics and 
springs in a strategic way, Emptying and filling the body at certain moments of the physical score as 
set by my instructions, or energy traveling through the specific elements (head/chest/waist/pelvis) in a 
specific pattern for a specific number of times while executing the choreography. This is all in service 
of course of how they will use the same movement phrase to tell very different and unique stories 
while still be consistently to the original intent of the playwright or choreographer. All these tools give 
students a wonderful way to analyze choreographic intent and characterization, and are a great way 
for them to come alive at auditions as a means of “dropping in” very quickly and showing what they 
can bring to the piece as an actor.


When creating choreography to dramatize the movement score, I might give direction using Margolis 
principles such as "when you do that arabesque, consider the lines of force and as that moves 
forward hold onto the relationship to the history of where the conditions were in the beginning...the 
audience is tracking this and you need to reinforce it.” This is huge! “Make-keep” instead of “make-
lose” develops sensitivity to the piece’s overall arc. Attention to transitions and registering how each 
moment or gesture affects another (while they don't have to be primary) connects steps between 
flashier tricks and builds a trajectory. So much beautiful direction acquired from Kari and studying 
the method! Interestingly, during my required peer reviews and studio showings each semester, my 
colleagues, when observing my students will make remarks such as, “WHAT are they doing that makes 
those tendus and dégagés so riveting and why do they seem so stimulated by a simple barre 
exercise?” First, I credit the Margolis Method. Then, I’ll respond with something like, “Well, today were 
researching the effect of the principles of voluntary and involuntary on the sequence - albeit on a 
steady metronome and to musical accompaniment.” That always whets the appetite to know more 
about the Method and has helped to open the door for more visibility in our program and 
beyond. 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I apply the same exercises to the singing work as I do when coaching dance. Ones I have found 
particular metamorphic is applying the “in and out of the chair with hope and despair” exercise. 
Dosing out two existing states simultaneously and watching the transformation from one extreme state 
to another (while singing their material) is a favorite of my students. I will reiterate (or introduce) the 
exercise in its scholarly form, work through the exercise with the group, and then observe as a student 
applies it to a particular section of a song they are working on. “Cause-absorb-effect” is extremely 
useful in singing scenes. Because the music often dictates the moments, students can get away with 
glossing over these components (in particular the absorb moment) and hiding behind the music. 
“Placing emphasis” and using “Pendulums” to send the voice out with varying degrees of “weight” 
also produces specificity within moments. When a student is acting with underscoring in a musical 
theater scene, just planting the seed of the Margolis concept of harmonizing (where the body 
movements or vocalizations are in synchronization with an external metronome) versus not 
harmonizing with the allure of the emotional crafting of the musical can create remarkable choices. 
The simple notion of bringing this concept to their awareness has been very beneficial to explore - we 
may be working on a metronome but that doesn't mean we have to harmonize with the sentimentality 
or direct beat of the underscoring. We have the possibility to conform or contrast to cultivate unique 
and interesting choices. One of my favorite coaching phrases from Kari that I use incessantly is the 
“voice of the poet versus the voice of the journalist.” With both the speaking and singing actor, it has 
to be more than just the words, notes on the page and the lyric. We want to know how you feel about 
it. Using these techniques in coaching singers allows for creative interpretation and discoveries that 
enliven the material and keep the actor honest to the emotional moment as well as the technical and 
physical prowess of what they are executing. They also finally stop asking me what to do with their 
arms .


We get a lot of students who are extremely good at being directed but still unclear of the takeaway 
skill set and tool box for how to practice the craft of acting outside of class, rehearsal, or performance. 
We have an abundance of scholarly rhetoric and sensory experience but too little straightforward 
practicable skills. In my role as “movement specialist” at Temple, there are often many requests for 
coaching from other professors and resident directors. The majority of what I hear with “fix it” requests 
is this: 

They need to have more of a sense of organized and dynamic alignment onstage 
They need to be more connected to the core in the monologue 
The gestures seem false 
The body seems dead, muted 
They can’t drop into their pelvis and the legs are locked  
They aren’t connecting to the material and the space 
Mind body awareness isn’t happening 
They only play one level 
They can’t consistently repeat something with a physical truth 
They are too big and seem false 
They aren’t big enough 
What I do not hear: 

They don’t know their objectives 
They aren’t playing actions 
They don’t understand the play 
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I have worked with MANY directors over the years as a performer, and now as a musical theater 
choreographer. Much of the content of my day involves listening to how my director/ collaborator is 
translating ideas and information to illicit a desired response from performers.  Sometimes I feel like a 
sneaky scientist as I listen to direction, comments and feedback given to actors from various sources 
and watch with voracious appetite and meticulous focus how those actors are processing and 
executing those comments…or not. I hear a lot of this: 

We need to see more of YOU. 
You just need to get out of your head. 
You aren’t connected to your body. 
Just drop into the moment. 
You need to stop thinking and just BE. 
Just let it all go and make some bold choices, take some risks. 
I have encountered this conversation:

This actor just seems afraid to let go 
ME: Afraid to let go of WHAT? 
You know, they’re just not willing to GO THERE… 
ME: Go WHERE? 
You know, they just aren’t emotional vulnerable. 

Ah, there’s that word again; the word that convinces so many young actors that they have no talent 
because they aren’t crying or haven’t experienced enough suffering to accurately convey the human 
condition, much less FEEL anything. These are the students that visit my office hours ready to give up, 
convinced that acting isn’t for them.  These are also the students that find a whole new way and 
sense of confidence when exposed the first time to working with the Margolis method. From 
what I have observed, these kinds of comments above tend to result in frenetic, unjustified explosions 
of emotion that are irreplicable and inconsistent; or, you get just plain old nothing as an actor shuts 
down. While an instruction such as “clarify your objective/intention, play your action” may work to help 
intellectually understand the piece overall, I find that in terms of enlivening and specifying moment to 
moment within the execution and manifestation of the physical score (to create identifiable, repeatable 
and reliable sources of consistent visceral inspiration) that this kind of instruction doesn’t always 
produce consistently truthful and fresh outcomes. To think something isn’t a guarantee that it will 
manifest. You can know your actions, objectives, tactics, wants, needs inside and out but that doesn’t 
mean you have a body that is a vessel of sensation that can consistently (a word of extreme 
importance) manifest this and translate it to an audience 8 shows a week for however long your 
contract allows you the privilege to perform. Moving and inspiring yourself just isn’t enough either. You 
have to be able to be on both the inside and the outside of the actor to inspire yourself as well as 
inspire and guide your audience through the moments of the play. On the contrary, working with a 
Margolis exercise such as Elastics and Springs, or A single thought becomes a million ideas can 
enhance a jump sequence, a line of text, a series of pirouettes AND a musical phrase to uncover 
that identifiable, repeatable and reliable source of consistent visceral inspiration. One unifying 
language of instruction that gets results! Then we don’t have to go through this familiar 
conversation:


ME: “So how’d it go?” 
STUDENT: “I don’t know.”  
“I felt on.” 
“I felt off.” 
“I wasn’t connected.”  
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ME: “Specifically what do you mean by connected?” 
STUDENT: “I don’t know.” 

The moments are no longer elusive; they are tangible and able to be articulated, practiced, and 
repeated. (Halleluiah! Insert thunderous applause.) As a result of my observations, field research 
and working with Margolis, I am hyper-vigilant about my choice of words with actors, and I try 
my best to not be so elusive anymore. I also have a supporting language (thanks to the Method) 
which I apply to direction and training. My actors are grateful and feel far more empowered. 


In the spirit of transparency (and in an effort to liberate the confidence for my fellow certification cohort 
and professors in utilizing the method in their existing syllabi), I should probably share with you that 
after my first summer training with Kari for five weeks, I went back to school for the Fall semester and 
promptly modified half of my syllabi (which had already been submitted, scrutinized and approved by 
department Heads who are very particular about the content of what will be taught…) to include the 
Margolis exercises with which I felt the most comfortable. I should also probably tell you that these 
particular department heads were, coincidentally, going on sabbatical that semester and with a 
renegade spirit I took the chance to try something new (albeit under the radar). Not exactly the most 
recommended or straightforward course of action for a non-tenure track assistant professor, but 
opportunity is not always a lengthy visitor! I had a restored passion, a studio, and new students and 
was ready to do some research! I took opportunities to practice the Margolis exercises while subbing 
for colleagues and doing master classes as a guest teacher with the Opera department as well as 
coaching students for various professional auditions and graduate school. I am previously trained 
(even certified) in several methods of movement based techniques of which I will not mention names 
because all these things have their place, I love them, and they have contributed to my growth and 
skills. However, my first encounter working with the Method was so powerful; I found the 
Margolis work to be more refined, sophisticated, accessible and useful, and once presented 
with this alternate content and way of teaching, there was no turning back for me. I was hooked 
and wanted to go deep. I should also tell you that I felt VERY much like a HACK at first while teaching 
material that was new for me. It was terrifying. Taking a chance at doing something I do not feel 
completely competent in, especially in front of other people is NOT my modus operandi as a human. It 
was fine within the safe confines of the center during the summer, but in the world of institutionalized 
education and ego where I was assumed to be the “expert,” I had to break some self-identity barriers 
and take some risks. Even so, there is something about Kari’s pedagogy that unleashes a 
freedom about the NOBILITY of the TRYING without the attachment to the result. This was 
groundbreaking for me on a personal and professional level and enabled me, for the first time in 
my life to squash my perfectionist sensibility. My curiosity trumped my fear. I was so inspired by 
Kari’s work. I wanted to put it out into my corner of the artistic universe and needed to start 
somewhere.  It was trial and error, as well as trial and verity. I was challenged and had to defend 
myself. I did. Our students were excited and blossoming from the work. Many of them were signing up 
for summer training and Barcelona study abroad with Kari. They wanted more! After another intensive 
summer of 5 weeks training at the center, several workshops throughout the year and the online tools, 
even hosting Kari at Temple for a lecture and master class weekend, the following teaching semesters 
have been different for me and the work is evolving. I still bumble quite often but frankly, it is liberating. 
Simple stated, I love the work. 


My vocation is training creative artists and making art. It is my source of vitality, meaning, service and 
expression.  The Margolis Method enhances my ability to do this and was love at first encounter. I am 
indebted to Kari and her tremendous body of work and deeply grateful for finding this path.  The 
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principles and exercises are based on universal truths, and they are accessible, efficient, and 
applicable. Telling stories allows us to connect with ourselves and one another, and that’s also a 
universal truth. Our students want to be heard and yearn to be seen. The nobility in the attempt at 
utter clarity of what you want to express is also the beauty of the ritual. It is a ritualistic practice 
because you do the same thing over and over again while imploring discovery and truth within each 
present moment. You often do the same thing eight times a week in the same place. You say the same 
words with the same props and the same partners and so it IS a ritual that you commit to, and with the 
Margolis tools, we can deepen that ritual, let it teach us about ourselves and watch each other unfold. 


NOTES 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Jonathan Beller: 
Embracing the Methodology 

The theatre program I head at Schenectady College is centered on the principles and 
practice of the Margolis Method. In the two years I have been teaching at the college, I 
have seen first-hand how the practicable exercises behind the Method can make a 
profound difference in the lives of my students/emerging artists. It is my goal, through my 
teaching and creative projects at the college, to inspire my students in the same way Kari 
Margolis inspires those with whom she directly works: to be empowered theatre makers, 
to trust in the creative process, and to be the most effective storytellers imaginable. To 
achieve this, I strive to provide for my students a studio practice that is as close as 
possible to the training experience attained at the Margolis Method Center in Highland 
Lake, NY. It is relatively easy to create the atmosphere, an arts-lab culture similar to that 
found in the Highland studio, but what I find to be more of a challenge is implementing a 
pedagogical structure that accommodates the academic calendar while still remaining true 
to the Margolis training methodology.


My acting classes meet for 1.75 hours, twice a week (Tuesdays and Thursdays) for 3.5 
months. This totals approximately 52 hours of training for the semester, which is the 
equivalent of about 2 weeks of the traditional Margolis Method summer session experience. 
There are several issues with this schedule. First, 1.75 hours is barely enough time to take 
the students through a substantive Actor Prep and a main project without running late and 
going over time. Second, since class only occurs on Tuesdays and Thursdays, five days 
pass between the last class of the week and the next meeting. This is too much time away 
from the training for the students. And third, students lack one of the major benefits of the 
“spiral learning” or “multilevel learning” experience in which actors of various levels/
experience in the Method have the unique opportunity to train and learn side-by-side.


In the paragraphs that follow, I will explain how I address these issues and share my 
tactics with other professors who are attempting to teach the Margolis Method in their 
classes and/or implement parts of it into their already existing curriculum.


A typical Margolis Method class session, which might last anywhere from 2 to 4 hours, 
involves several distinctive elements. In any given class, one might experience the 
following: Actor Prep (approximately 30 – 45 min.), exercise demonstration, creative 
research (solo, duo, and/or small group), process discussions (small and/or large group), 
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and the presentation of creative research (improvised and/or scripted). Of course, the 
amount time upon which a teacher might spend on each - or any - of these is wholly 
dependent on the main project, the thrust of the specific lesson for the day, as well as the 
length of the session itself. Generally speaking, however, most, if not all, of these essential 
elements are interwoven into a day’s class structure. It can be difficult enough to cover all 
the necessary material in a 3-hour session, let alone in 1-hour and 45 minutes. 


Below I will first provide an overview as to ways I address the limited studio time.


With a spirit of flexibility and the willingness to adapt, I attempt to follow an overall 
schedule that not only provides students a broad experience in the Method, but also 
maximizes the time I have to work with them.

• Because Actor Prep is necessarily shortened in a time-limited class, it is essential to 

choose those specific exercises that can be directly related to the main project/theme. 
We understand that in the Margolis Method, “every exercise exists within every 
exercise,” and while the well trained teacher/actor is more effortlessly able to make 
connections between them, it is important for the teacher with limited time in the studio 
to have introduced, during Actor Prep, those concepts they can refer back to during 
process discussions and side-coaching. 


• Despite the time crunch, I will always make room for the students to be able to discuss 
with each other their creative research process. This is an easy part of class to overlook, 
especially when the students are fully absorbed in creative work, but there is no 
question as to why this is such an integral part of the Method. It provides the student an 
opportunity to verbally articulate both their ideas and their understanding of concepts 
while allowing them a chance to actually use the vocabulary and actor language.


• I often alternate between weeklong projects and the self-contained class. Here is an 
sample month (eight classes):


On Tuesdays (in this example, weeks 3 and 4) when we complete the first part of a project, it 
is important to find the right phase on which to conclude. This may or may not involve the 
showing of creative research. If it doesn’t, I wrap-up the class with a process discussion and I 
inform the students that more phases will be introduced in the Thursday class session. I tell 
them this to emphasize the importance of their attendance, especially if the exercise involves 
a duo or group. I find that some of the project in the workbook are more suitable than others 
for a weeklong project as opposed to a single training session. Of course, an exercise that 
can be completed during one class can certainly be extended across two.

After mid-term, I begin to introduce projects that take place over two-weeks of classes. 

For example:


Tuesday Thursday

Week One: Cause, Absorb, Effect, 
Transition (p.58)

Forward and Open/Back and 
Closed (p.176)

Week Two: Me, You, Us, Them pt. 1 (pg.48) Me, You, Us, Them pt. 2 (p. 48)
Week Three: Vol./Invol. – Up/Down – Out/In 

(pgs. 9, 20)
1-2-3 In and Out of the Chair (p.
63)

Week Four: Elastics and Springs pt.1 (p.77) Elastics and Springs pt.2 (p.77)
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Five days pass between the last class of one week and the first of the next (if on a M/W or a 
T/TH schedule). In order to help bridge this gap and keep forward momentum throughout the 

Tuesday Thursday

Week One: Lesson: Conform (p.71). (Class 
concludes with actors showing scripts 
they have created.)

On this day, my actor prep might be a 
slightly longer and more demanding, 
while still leaving ample time for 
research.

Lesson: Contrast (p.71). (Class 
concludes with actors showing 
scripts with both conforming and 
contrasting). I assign “homework,” 
asking the student to find a space in 
their current scripts where they 
break out of the straight hallway and 
add at least one round interspatial 
acting beat.
 
On this day, my actor prep, again, 
might be longer and more 
demanding, while still leaving time 
for research.

Week Two: On this day, my actor prep is more 
limited in length in order to give 
myself ample time to guide them 
through new phases.

After providing them a little time to 
review their scripts they worked on 
over the weekend, I introduce two 
new phases: 

1. I give them a book as a prop, 
asking them incorporate it into their 
scripts, taking into consideration its 
qualities and specificity of purpose. 
(See “Actor to Object” writing on page 
154 for thoughts on the actor’s 
relationship to objects.)
2. After some research, I ask them to 
create a line of text and incorporate it 
into their scripts (justifying speaking 
on the action or in transitions)

We don’t present at the end of this 
class, but have a substantive process 
discussion. Their homework is to 
practice their scripts with the book 
and text. I tell them that we may show 
for a grade on Thurs.

On this day, my actor prep might be 
even more limited in length, giving 
them time to work through the final 
phase and prepare their research for 
showing.

After providing them a few minutes 
to review their scripts, I have each 
student present their work, saving 
discussion until the entire group has 
shown. After this, I shake it up by 
introducing a final phase. They are 
to partner up with another actor and 
create a new story based on the 
combination of their scripts.

Adding a “workshop” day like this 
allows the students to immerse 
themselves in the creative process 
while meeting the challenges of the 
added final phase.

I leave ample time at the end to 
show and discuss.
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semester, I almost always assign some sort of homework for the weekend: either a creative 
project of some kind (building stories/script building) or a discussion question exercise. 


Homework assignments that involve creative projects depend on which concepts we are 
researching at that time and where we are in the process. Sometimes, I ask my students to 
practice and refine a script already in progress, and other times I assign a new, prescribed 
structure for them to come back with and show the following week. This keeps the student 
active and engaged outside the studio. 


I have also found it incredibly useful to utilize the online discussion forum offered as part of 
the College’s course management software. I have created a series of questions/prompts, 
one of which I assign to the student approximately every other week. The discussion board 
becomes open for submissions on Thursday night and closes on the following Monday 
afternoon. For full credit, students are expected to provide one initial post and respond to at 
least two of their peers. Each of their posts should clearly demonstrate a thorough 
understanding of the topic. I require detailed responses substantiated by examples from 
class. Sample discussion prompts include:


• Explain the concept: “Every exercise exists in every exercise.”

• What does Kari Margolis mean when she states that “our job [as actors] is to make the 

incremental, profound”?

• “A character is a set of limitations.” Explain this and provide an example. 

• Kari Margolis once said, “We are not defining what the esoteric practice of acting is – but 

what it is to be an actor.” What does she mean and what might this say about actor 
training in the US?


• Explain the concept: “Honesty Reigns.”

• What does Kari Margolis mean when she claims that “every character is a transposition of 

what is universal”?

• “Minimum amount of effort for maximum amount of story.” Explain this and provide an 

example.


Discussion forums allow the student to dig deeper into the work and make-up for some of the 
lost discussion time in truncated classes. 


As teachers, we recognize that some of our students intersect with the research from a more 
intellectual, structured approach while others tend to utilize a more instinctual, organic 
approach. Kari has often explained this though the theory of Hemisphericity or the individual 
difference in the preference to use the left or the right hemispheric mode of processing 
information. Assigning homework that focuses on either creative work or concept analysis 
forces the student to draw from both the left-brain and the right-brain. It acknowledges the 
presence of balance, and synthesizes the intellectual and creative ways of thinking. At the 
same time, if this homework is assigned on the last class of the week it can help to bridge the 
divide between training sessions.


Since students process information in different ways and at different rates, the Method 
addresses this notion through the theory of “spiral learning,” which has two definitions.  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One definition, put simply, is the introduction of a topic, touching on it for a brief time and 
then moving on to another. The idea is that a topic isn’t fully investigated nor learned the first 
time around and, subsequently, the student can pick up more information when the subject is 
revisited. With each training session, the student will expand on their skill-set and build new 
understanding. The notion here is that brief exposure to a topic, and then later reexamining it, 
allows the student to construct their own understanding on a basic framework. This is 
inherent in the way Margolis Method concepts and exercises are taught.


The second explanation of the term, the one I find more difficult to manifest in class, is the 
theory that the breadth and depth of a student’s learning advances when they are working 
and training side-by-side with others who have differing levels of experience, and/or abilities, 
expectations, needs. This type of multilevel training provides opportunities for students to 
gain knowledge and skills as they interact with each other. Through watching, working with 
and listening to more experienced students, those with less experience in the Method learn 
from the wider knowledge base of their more experienced peers by the modeling of skills and 
performance. On the other hand, students with extensive experience in the Method likewise 
develop their capabilities as they assume leadership roles in the studio, sharing their 
knowledge while articulating, clarifying, and manifesting concepts and technique on a deeper 
level. This type of training allows for continuous progress.  


Because students who enter a Margolis Method class in an academic setting are, essentially, 
beginning the work at the same time and on the same tier of the learning spiral, it makes it 
quite challenging to fashion a multilevel learning environment. I have yet to completely solve 
this issue, but I often allow my students who have already taken the class, to simply show-up 
and participate, just as long as they agree to attend regularly and are willing to complete all 
the work. Many of my students plan their class/work schedules so they will have time to 
participate in the training. This has been incredibly useful for me as an instructor to have 
someone on-hand to help demonstrate concepts and exercises. It is beneficial to all the 
students, too, for reasons mentioned above. Unfortunately, most colleges have Course 
Repeat Policies that do not allow students to take a course more than once (if they earned a 
grade of a C or higher). 


The university system is chock-full of rules, regulations, and red tape and can often serve as 
the antithesis to art. The acting studio is not immune. With limited time allotted to studio 
classes, especially in liberal art schools, it can be extraordinarily challenging for the Margolis 
Method acting teacher to create a curriculum that fully embraces the methodology while 
working within the constraints of an academic calendar and curriculum structure. My charge 
is to find a way to create both a learning environment and, thus, an experience for my 
students that resembles, as closely as possible, that which can be found at the training center 
in Highland Lake, NY. As a Margolis Method teacher, I have the opportunity to assist my 
students in finding their own creative potential and becoming dynamic, expressive and 
compelling storytellers. As I continue to work on my own skill-sets, I am eager to further 
investigate how these tools and skills can be passed on to young artists/scholars in the 
academic setting. 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NOTES 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Anna DeMers: 
Placing Margolis in Context 

Summer 2016 will be my third consecutive year of attending the Margolis Method Professor 
Certification Training program. I describe myself as a Movement Specialist with an extensive 
background in a wide-range of movement practices from the fields of theatre and dance. My 
undergraduate training is best described as Stanislavski-based. I began college as a newbie. I 
had trained as a dancer from the age of 5 with aspirations of becoming a ballerina. My dance 
studio teacher introduced me to “acting” when she asked me to audition for a local 
community theatre production of the CHICAGO the musical. 


Suffice it to say that I have come along way from my early training and exposure to theatre. 
Immediately following college, I was an acting apprentice at Touchstone Theatre where I was 
exposed to the world of Jacques Lecoq and ensemble creation. This was a very inspiring and 
influential moment in my life because I began to see how all my knowledge of the body as a 
dancer had an application in theatre! After discovering Lecoq, I realized there must be other 
theatre practitioners doing this kind of work. This led me on a multiple year journey to find all 
the movement practices I could! I found Grotowski in Steven Wangh’s The Acrobat of the 
Heart, I found Anne Bogart’s The Viewpoints, and I discovered that Stanislavski actually did 
care about the body (I just didn’t read that book in college, nor my professors apparently). 


In the meantime, I was developing original work based on these inspirations and my 
choreographic background. I was mixing mediums: poetry, text, movement, masks, singing, 
and music/sound. I was seeking to define for myself a kind of theatre that spoke to the 
audience on various sensory levels. I experimented by teaching a small ensemble of actors 
this various techniques. I found that having a common vocabulary was a huge benefit to the 
creative process, developed multidimensional performers and established community/
commitment on a deeper level.


In graduate school, within the departments of theatre (and dance), I was introduced to and 
studied the methods of Chekhov, Meyerhold, Bartenieff, Laban, Feldenkrais, release 
technique, and functional anatomy. Since then, I have sought out additional training in 
Moment Work (Tectonic Theatre, NYC), Lecoq (Movement Theatre Studio, NYC), Grotowski 
(with Stephen Wangh) and I spent time with Double Edge Theatre in Massachusetts. I was 
driven to all of this research and studying on a quest for teaching modalities that I could use 
to help my students develop into fully embodied actors, integrating thoughts, feelings and 
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actions into storytelling. I was also seeking methods for developing original work as a director 
(with aspirations of leading a company in the future). 


Then, I met the Margolis Method and my world shifted! What I have found most inspiring 
about MM is the integration of the training to develop the actor as performer, dramaturge/
playwright and director. Each exercise is developed to challenge the actor to create 
performance material from each of these perspectives together. It is providing tools that the 
actor can use to train on a daily basis, outside of confines of rehearsal or needing a director to 
tell them what to do! 


I was immediately energized by MM and then I had a moment when I said to myself, “but 
what about all my other techniques? Do I just throw them away?” The answer that I have 
found (particularly in terms of academia) is no – of course not. The better question is, “how 
can I integrate MM into my current teaching?” Then, after integration I/you can move towards 
more comprehensive focus on MM in the classroom.


In the classroom, I found myself wanting to teach all the techniques to my students. I find 
great value in all these methods and techniques. I was providing a heavy smorgasbord in my 
movement sequence courses: Movement for the Actor (Sophomore) and Advanced 
Movement (Junior/Senior). These courses were offered to BA and BFA students so the 
courses needed to serve a wider range of experience. One downside to this pu-pu platter is 
that not much time was devoted to each method. But I felt that each method was giving the 
students a different perspective that was valuable and that this led to a more complete whole. 


This past fall, I began integrating Margolis Method into my course sequencing. This is what I 
have found…


Course: Movement of the Actor

I dedicated seven weeks of a fifteen-week semester to Margolis. This included 11 exploration/
work days and 3 days for project presentations. I had a number of challenges particularly in 
terms of attendance, which resulted in more modifications than I would have liked.  That 
being said, I can offer the original plan in comparison to actual content covered. This is 
certainly a lesson in terms of class preparation. (And finding ways to do more spiral teaching/
learning.)


The sequence of content for the class was as follows: Bartenieff for body awareness/
functional anatomy, Yoga for mobility/flexibility; Lugering’s Expressive Actions, Laban’s 8 
Basic Efforts and Margolis Method. What I found successful was beginning with a foundation 
of body awareness, as many students do not have a sense of how to move efficiently. The 
Bartenieff work established knowledge of the body’s structure anatomically; this was an asset 
when we began work in MM in terms of inside/outside energies, along with noting voluntary/
involuntary and states of vulnerability. The students had a basic skeletal-muscular picture to 
then work within MM as a storyteller. 


• The efficiency of movement in Bartenieff (and others like Laban or Feldenkrais) helps to 
reprogram the body away from patterns of holding tension and stress. While the focus/
language is more about moving from the bony structures (not over muscling), I think this 
efficiency and release of tension can prepare them for MM’s focus of working from “the 
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muscles not the bones” as long as the student understands this means an engagement of 
energy in the body that guides the movement versus sinking into the bony structure.


• With more time/preparation, I would like to work on integrating some of the language of 
functional anatomy (Bartenieff) into some of the MM’s actor prep exercises that focus on 
strengthening (particularly the floor work – abs, legs, etc). 


The Laban Efforts and Lugering’s Expressive Actions focus on qualities of movement (or ways 
of moving) as related to time, weight and space. This exploration is also a nice basic 
foundation for actors to begin to connect their bodies to movement in relationship to space 
and others in that space. 


I feel that the time/weight/space aspects of Laban & Lugering pair well with MM’s “physics of 
acting” as an introduction or pre-technique awareness that these qualities affect thoughts, 
feelings and actions. 


*Next steps with Laban Efforts/Expressive Actions – would be to layer on MM concepts of 
Elastics/Springs, direction you are sending the energy Up/Down/In/Out, sense of history, 
Brechtian moments/transitions, Cause/Effect Intentions, Dramatic Timing. 


After the introduction of body awareness and the relationship to space, the students began 
learning the Margolis Method. I have provided the breakdown/sequencing of the Unit 
Headings from the workbook (2015) that I (planned) to introduce. I was certainly over 
ambitious at times. In the future, I will be working to really build one main “lesson” at a time 
each class session.    

• Sessions 1 – 7: Expressing the Internal & External Worlds of a Character (Unit 1)

• Sessions 8 – 10: Creating & Justifying Dramatic Timing (Unit 3)

• Sessions 11 – 14: Revealing Metaphor Through Spatial Relationships (Unit 4)


Assignments & Assessment 
One of the main objectives with introducing Margolis Method to the students was for them to 
have practical application to text work. I also wanted to assess their ability to fully embody 
the specifics of the method. I therefore decided on two graded projects – the first was more 
technically driven with Pendulums exercise “Leading the Ensemble” and the second focused 
on applying Duo Improvisations with dramatic text (published script). 


I developed an extensive rubric for the Pendulums project (see below) and used a more 
holistic grading approach for the Duo improvisations along with student written reflection. As 
with many performance-based rubrics, it is often difficult to really keep track of all the minute 
details but I think it is a good starting point, especially to establish expectations for the 
students and to show them how detailed and nuanced the work can be. 


Quick Helpful Strategies 
• Reading assignments – I provided the students with the introductory pages for each unit 

section of the workbook. 

• Definitions – large posters to hang in the room with definitions of key terms. This is a 

useful reminder as they are absorbing the new vocabulary. 
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• Short class periods – stick to one main lesson and then build on the next class.

• Student feedback – I used online blog and in-class note cards for written responses from 

the students. It is important for me to hear/see how they are processing the material. The 
blog provided a public space to share ideas and the note cards a private space. I think 
both are beneficial for the students learning process. 


Future Explorations & Objectives 
This Movement for the Actor class is followed with an Advanced Movement course, which is 
designed for BFA students who are required the 2-course movement sequence. The focus of 
the class is on devising theatre and developing the student’s abilities as “actor-creators.” 
Previous course content has included Lecoq, Grotowski, Moment Work and Viewpoints. I am 
looking forward to building off the introduction to Margolis Method next year from the fall to 
spring by starting the Advanced course with applying MM to the creation process of original 
work. This should really provide an even more in-depth understanding of the Margolis Method 
across all styles or genres of theatre.


(See below: Assignment “Leading the Ensemble” and Rubric) 
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	 Assignment Handout

GROUP IMPROVISATION: Leading the Ensemble 

Objective: The objective of the leader is to inspire the group to move as a single unisemble 
unit.


☐ The leader planted clear seeds.

☐ The leader sensed the timing of the pendulums.

☐ The leader made justified transitions between each of the actions. 


Phase I - Single Leader 
☐	 The leader sends out a pendulum from the core as expressed by the arms in lateral or 

depth.

☐	 When transporting, be careful not to harmonize the mass and the pendulum’s energy. 

☐	 The leader explored different rhythms and densities by varying amounts of force and 

resistance and exploring different inner and outer suspension times. 

☐	 The leader remembered to make packets and not run on sentences. 

☐	 The leader tried to track the shape of each packet. For example, are three short 

packets followed by a long packet, or is a packet whose rhythm accelerates followed 
by one that decelerates? 


Phase II – Passing One Quarter Turn 

☐	 The leader set up the conditions to make a quarter turn. As the group follows the 

energy of this turn, its members should be inspired to turn as well. 

☐	 The leader clearly prepared for this turn, it was communicated to the group exactly 

when and in what direction they are going to pass and how the new leader would 
continue the momentum of the pendulum. 


Phase III – Passing With an Open Structure (Lf or Rt, more than ¼ turn) 
☐	 The leader set conditions to pass beyond the actor directly to their left or right by 

planting seeds in their preparation to justify turning further than a quarter turn.  
(It is even possible to pass through the entire group, with the energy returning to the 
leader who initiated it.) 


Phase IV – Traveling 

☐	 The leader inspired the entire group to move across the space while maintaining its 

formation.

☐	 The leader kept the group moving through space even as leadership is passed. 

Remember to be specific. 

☐	 The leader set up and justified specificity. (If the leader wants the group to travel four 

steps, s/he justified exactly why four steps instead of three or five, etc.) 


Presentation: Any one of these phases could be performed as an open improvisation or as a 
scripted performance. 
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 Rubric for “Leading the Ensemble”

Consistent

5 pos
Almost There

4 pts
Needs 

Improvement
3 pos

Little Evidence
2 pts

No Evidence
1 pt

Leads from the 
Core

Almost always 
consistent 
connection of 
gesture initiating 
from the core out 
to the arms.

75% connection of 
gesture initiating 
from the core, a 
few times it wasn’t 
evident that core 
was first.

50% connection of 
gesture initiating 
from the core, at 
times arms 
seemed to be 
efforting first.

25% more often 
than not the arms 
were gesturing 
first, only a few 
times did the core 
initiate.

0% connection, no 
sense of core 
initiating, arms 
were only gesture 
evident.

Planting the 
Seed

Consistently 
planted clear 
seeds as to 
sending out a 
pendulum from 
the core as 
expressed by the 
arms in lateral or 
depth.

Evidence of 
planting seeds as 
expressed by the 
arms in lateral or 
depth, a few 
times it was 
unclear or 
confused in the 
moment, effecting 
pendular timing 
negatively.

Attempted to 
plant seeds as 
expressed by the 
arms in lateral or 
depth. Needs to 
be more confident 
on making 
choices in the 
moment effecting 
pendular timing 
negatively.

Almost no 
evidence of 
planting seeds, 
unclear whether 
arms would be in 
lateral or depth.

No evidence of 
planting the seed. 
Consistently 
unclear whether 
arms would be in 
lateral or depth.

Sense of 
Pendulum 
Timing

Consistently felt 
natural sense of 
pendular timing, 
voluntary out/
involuntary in.

Most pendulums 
had a sense of 
pendular timing, 
voluntary out/
involuntary in; 
only a few times 
when timing was 
disrupted.

Attempted to 
keep pendular 
timing but 
frequently the 
voluntary out/
involuntary in was 
disrupted or 
didn’t match. 

Little evidence of 
natural sense of 
pendular timing, 
voluntary out/
involuntary in; at 
times was VOL/
VOL or timing 
was disrupted or 
didn’t match.

0% sense of 
pendular timing, 
voluntary out/
involuntary in OR 
frequently was 
VOL/VOL. 

Creating 
Packets

Consistently 
remembered to 
make packets 
and not run on 
sentences. While 
also trying to 
track the shape of 
each packet in a 
larger sequence.

Clear evidence 
that packets were 
being made. Only 
a few instances of 
run on sentences. 
Could improve on 
how packets add 
to larger story or 
vary from one 
another.

Some evidence 
that packets were 
being made, but 
could be clearer 
on ending 
packets and 
starting new 
packets with 
different story.

Little evidence to 
packets, almost 
all run on 
sentences. No 
tracking of 
packets adding to 
larger sequence.

0% evidence of 
attempting 
packets, nothing 
but run on 
sentences.

Explored 
Rhythms and 
Densities

Consistently 
explored different 
rhythms and 
densities by 
varying amounts 
of force and 
resistance.

75% consistency 
in exploring 
different rhythms 
and densities by 
varying amounts 
of force and 
resistance. 

Some evidence of 
attempting 
different rhythms 
and densities by 
varying amounts 
of force and 
resistance but 
was often in a 
pattern.

Little evidence of 
attempting 
different rhythms 
and densities by 
varying amounts 
of force and 
resistance, fairly 
stuck in one 
rhythm.

0% evidence of 
attempting 
different rhythms 
and densities by 
varying amounts 
of force and 
resistance OR no 
too much effort. 

Passing 
Leadership

Clearly planted 
seed each time 
and guided the 
group in the ¼ 
turn, maintaining 
rhythm and 
pendular timing.

Several attempts 
were successful 
in passing ¼ turn, 
could improve 
planting the seed 
and maintaining 
pendular timing. 

Attempted to 
pass ¼ turn but 
was not able to 
guide the group 
consistently OR 
pendular timing 
was interrupted. 

Attempts were 
unsuccessful with 
either group not 
following, or 
pendular timing 
stopping dead.

0% attempt made 
to plant the seed 
and guide the 
group ¼ turn OR 
gave up mid-way 
thru turn.
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Denise Myers: 
Margolis Methods ARE  

the Basics 

When speaking once about curriculum development, an acting teacher commented that 
we needed to teach students “the basics first” (i.e. the Stanislavski Method) before we 
teach “that other stuff.”  I thought about this comment, and I agree that basics do need to 
be taught first, and the Margolis Method is exactly that, because this approach teaches 
students the fundamental questions they must learn to ask and the central techniques 
they must learn to do to manifest their artistic goals.  Students PRACTICE creating 
theatrical stories while connected to their cores, moved and being moved by internal and 
external stimuli.  Sounds like the basics of acting to me.


Ideally Kari’s classes are 2-3 hours long, which gives time to practice selected actor prep 
exercises, and then to research and develop specific skill sets, which usually culminate in 
an in-class showing or an improvisational structure.  Within this one class all aspects of 
theatre are practiced, from learning a specific skill, to investigating its possibilities, to 
creating a short theatrical project, to performing in a guided and safe environment.  The 
students are working both as individuals and with others as they stretch their imaginations 
while developing stories clarified through specific physical choices.  


Having the constant practice of going from a very basic premise to a presentation of 
developed work is a vital skill. Not all students are cast often in productions and therefore 
are not able to practice the different techniques needed to transition from rehearsal to 
performance. This method gives all students the chance to learn how to share their work 
for an audience as a performer.


My Beginning Movement for Actors course meets 50 minutes twice a week with between 
12-16 students who are mostly BFA freshman performance (Acting or Musical Theatre) 
majors.  My Acting 1 course meets 75 minutes twice a week with 16 students who are a 
mixture of BFA performance majors along with BA Theatre students, Stage Management, 
Design/Production, and Theatre Administration students.  Both of these courses are taught 
in the first semester of freshman year. Some of my students are in both my movement and 
my acting courses at the same time, but not all.  As one of several teachers who teach in our 
acting curriculum, I have the responsibility to coordinate with other teachers’ pedagogies, 
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but also the freedom to decide how I want to make these connections. In all of my classes I 
begin with Margolis work before going into specific scenes or projects to give the students 
common vocabulary and experiences from which to grow.  


Most of my freshmen undergraduate students arrive believing that simply saying text “with 
emotion” is going to create theatre.  They move their arms around trying to generate 
energy, muscling up their faces in an attempt to show what the character is supposedly 
feeling.  They are working from their outermost areas (arms, face) without any deep core 
connection.  “Movement” usually means learning “what to do with their hands” or finding a 
funny character walk.  These preconceptions come from a genuine desire to recreate the 
surface products of what they have observed in other actors.  Many of my students have 
had every moment directed for them, and have not had much experience with applying 
analysis to what they are doing or with using their imaginations. The fact that there is a 
tangible physical technique that will involve and challenge their bodies and their minds is a 
new concept for them.  


I know that when we begin Margolis actor prep exercises in Beginning Movement class, 
that the students are going to be confused with what I’m asking them to do, because 
initially being invited to “open your whalespout to guide the energy into your head, and 
now let that thought expand…” doesn’t seem like acting to them.  But by beginning this 
way, they are on their feet, experiencing themselves moving in specific ways, and starting 
to ask questions about what they are doing, how they are doing it, and whether they are 
able fully to manifest what they understand about the process.  After a while, I stop them 
and have them speak with a partner about what skill sets of the actor they think they are 
working on as well as what questions they have about the exercise.  In this way they are 
investigating what they are doing, rather than just trying to do something.  With this very 
basic beginning exercise, they are discovering that there is a wide variety of techniques 
they need to develop as an actor that they can name such as: connection to core, flow of 
inner life, ability to engage both tiny core muscles as well as large surface muscles, ability 
to choose voluntary and involuntary action.  All of these abilities start the actor connecting 
to self.  I add further exercises that then develop connections to other actors, to a text, to 
the playing space, to the audience, etc.


Since I have a shorter class time for students than Kari does in her studio to investigate 
these techniques, I have adapted her exercises in numerous ways.  For example, on the 
first day of Acting 1 class we begin with the process of cause-> absorb-> effect-> 
transition, which results in a new cause. I start here because I feel that this exercise will be 
the basis for my students because it focuses both on the internal state of the actor as well 
as the interplay between characters. In my variation of this exercise instead of having 
students work with space between them, I have the students put their hands up, palms 
together, so that they can immediately physically encounter physics in motion as they 
push against the other and feel the transition process that happens inside themselves as 
they also feel their partner engage to return that push.  I also bring in 4’ poles (pvc pipe) 
for them to hold horizontally between them with both hands. With the pole the pair of 
actors can choose between pushing and/or pulling. As they work with each other, I can 
side coach about working from their cores, and not just their arms; both partners can feel 
the difference when they are using just their shoulders vs. core engagement.  I can ask 
them to create packets of 3/4/5 pushing or pulling exchanges structured through a 
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beginning, middle, and end.  When the poles are taken away, I guide the students to 
engage the same muscles as they recreate their scene.  They can feel how they are 
enlivening the negative space between each other that the poles created. I can then go on 
to give them simple text to use, or add a chair to challenge their use of space and levels, 
etc.  From this process of development students can FEEL that the basis for their scene is 
first self-connection with core power, and then connection to the partner.  The physical 
changes that happen between the characters creates the story of the play through how 
the text is used by the actors.  The focus becomes on the physical interplay through the 
text, rather than on simply saying the words.


I have taken this hand to hand idea further into creating a trio exercise where three actors 
stand in a triangle with their arms wide and their hands pressing against each other with 
supportive resistance creating a beginning stasis.  Character A chooses to push against 
one of the two characters on either side of her (character B) creating a cause, while 
maintaining stasis contact with the other character C.  Character B absorbs that energy 
from A and is affected by it, and now has the choice in her transition either to send a new 
cause back to A or instead to choose to send a cause to C. As the process continues 
through further causes each character has to maintain her physical history as the story 
progresses.  This exercise practices ensemble in that while the action of the moment may 
be between characters A and B, C certainly has to generate supportive resistant energy to 
both characters, and she can feel how what is happening to them does affect  her as well.  
Also, once the first cause is given, the trio realizes physically that they can never return to 
that balanced state where they began since each cause has created a new imbalance.  
They can see that sometimes one character’s efforts creates a chain reaction to a different 
character, or that two characters can gang up on one.  Actors practice making choices 
and feel the different muscular changes necessary in the transition moment depending on 
where the next cause is going to be sent.  The Method encourages and supports these 
kinds of explorations of layering skill sets. 


What I have personally enjoyed in working with the Method is that it has helped me to 
clarify my own pedagogy by providing me with more specific vocabulary through which to 
teach technique. For example, when I talk about the necessity of listening to the other 
character, I can speak about it as more than just something you do with your ears.  In the 
Method listening involves the physical absorption and mental recognition of the received 
action from the other character.  By “listening” to that information with body and mind, 
then the actor can transform that energy into the next tactical move. An actor listening in 
this way is fully engaged physically and mentally with self and with the other character(s).  


Another frequently used, but not well-defined concept in acting is vulnerability.  Actors are 
told to “be vulnerable” without any guidance on how to DO it.  This lack of action often 
generates fear because actors have nothing to do other than await something they 
assume will be bad to be done to them without any self-control. The Method, though, 
presents vulnerability in a positive manner as a skilled self-generated action that facilitates 
the theatrical process of receiving energy. Vulnerability is an active choice to play, rather 
than something that the actor is “being.”  Using the Margolis Method metaphor of the 
puppet and puppeteer, actors can both create the conditions for a moment (as the 
puppeteer) and receive that moment (as the puppet) honestly.  And then when working in a 
scene, while the actor instigates the initial cause, then the character the actor is playing 
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has to be available to what that action causes to happen in the other person.  Sometimes 
the action is successful as planned and other times the outcome is a surprise.  Both the 
actor and the character receive the results muscularly, psychologically and emotionally.  
The actor/character then deliberately uses that returned energy, rather than just being hit 
by it.  By keeping vulnerability as an action that continues to transform, then it is more 
dynamic and less emotionally terrifying and static.


Again, because of my class time limitations, I am not able to encompass the full cycle from 
technique to performance that takes place in a class taught by Kari.  I focus therefore 
mainly on the actor prep exercises and have taken some of these solo exercises and 
turned them into duets.  For example, I will teach the floor exercise: Supportive Resistance 
in Seated Back and Forward Curves. I like this exercise because it immediately helps 
students find and feel their cores in action while they are using them.  I then will ask one 
student to sit while the other actor stands who now becomes the actual cause of the core 
movement sequence.  I ask the actors then to make up stories about why these back and 
forth actions are occurring.  For example, one character might be taunting the other 
forwards with an ice cream cone, while the other character unsuccessfully is tempted to 
break his diet as he is pulled forward.  The text is vocally affected by the specific physical 
and emotional challenge that is occurring in each character. As a next step, then either 
character can be the causal character, and the actors have a choice on whether to push or 
pull the other.  What they are practicing is going after an objective through conflict.  All of 
the basics of acting are in this small exercise, and usually the students all have a good 
time creating their stories while their cores are getting a strong workout at the same time.


When side-coaching students, the Method gives a process to develop skills rather than a 
just a quick fix.  For example, a common problem happens when a student will strain 
forward from her neck when speaking.  Instead of saying, “pull back your head,” I can 
instead suggest that she allows the flow of energy in her core to go all the way up through 
her whalespout to support her voice.  In this manner, I am reinforcing what should be 
happening and giving her an active way to move with her head, rather than giving negative 
feedback that will just lock her head in place through tension. Or if a student begins to 
wallow in his emotions rather than making a transition, I can remind him to be more 
specific about the density of his energy that he is moving through in his transition, rather 
than just telling him either to not have any transitions or to just “go faster.”


Again, personally, the exercises inspire my continued creative research by generating more 
questions concerning development of actor skill sets. I enjoy devising further explorations 
beyond the main focus noted with each exercise.  


For example, my students and I initially investigated how energy can be shaped through a 
strongpoint and dissipation through the exercise of Creating Emphasis on a Four-Beat 
Packet. We then wondered about how text would apply and took a simple four-word 
sentence, “My name is Ralph,” and tried it with each of the four patterns.  We looked at 
how to create a specific beginning, middle, and end story within that short 4-word/packet 
sentence with each pattern.  


Then we created a second sentence, “What is your name?” to create a simple A –> B 
improvisation where A would ask the question, and B would answer. We set different 
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limitations for each character as well.  For example, “A” who was asking the question 
stayed with the same pattern, such as #2: “What IS your name?” but the responder B 
could answer with any of the four patterns.  With these limitations, the first character is 
exploring the theatrical options of density, speed, and spatial orientation while the other 
character is exploring rhythmic choices that are still inspired by A’s choice.  


We then opened it up so that either A or B could initiate the dialogue, and could choose 
any of the patterns. Together they had to be aware of creating packets that had a clear 
beginning-middle-end. Eventually, we allowed the actors to switch lines of text when the 
moment seemed right.


Another variation was created to investigate the transition process when changing from 
one pattern to the next.  We used two declarative 4-word sentences: “My name is Joan.  I 
like red cars.”  We looked at the differences in how to go from a #1 pattern to a #2 or #1 to 
#3 or 1 to #4. How does meaning of the text change through the various physical choices? 


We wondered, then, about trying these patterns out with longer sentences. Again, we 
worked scholarly with text of 6-10 words and divided the thoughts of the sentence among 
the four steps. We were able to expand to a full 30-45 second monologue, dividing the 
sentences into #1-#2-#3-#4 patterns, and then shaping the whole in regards to a 
beginning – middle – end.  How does a #2 pattern function as the beginning of the 
monologue vs. the end of a piece?


Finally, a partner gave us each a pattern for the monologue, so that we had to shape our 
text with someone else’s vision.  We were able to “play the notations” because we had the 
skill set.  We were working as actors, playwrights and directors as we dramatically and 
physically created each variation through research theories and practice.  What fun!


These kinds of investigations lead to insights and to further questions concerning how to 
energize a line fully, no matter where the emphasis is in the line.  From doing this exercise 
as training it gives an actor who is not physically and mentally connecting to all of the 
words of the text a more concrete way to fix the problem, rather than just being told 
general statements such as: “You’re falling off the ends of your sentences,” or “You’re 
dropping the first word of your sentence.”


Doing research is a creative process, which develops technique and challenges the 
imagination. Through the Method we learn how to play specifically in a dramatic way 
developing special skills. We aren’t playing “games,” but we are focused always on telling 
stories, whether through actor prep exercises or through the development of any of the 
specific skills such as Object to Actor and Actor to Object.  There is always a context of 
practicing creating a moment of theatre.


Margolis Method techniques are clearly the basics of any theatrical theory or style of acting. As 
I continue to learn more I am encouraged and supported as a teacher and a theatre 
practitioner.  It all comes back to physics:  The Method has caused me to explore; I have 
absorbed the information through practice.  I have felt the effect as a teacher and practitioner, 
and am able to transform these methods according to my needs.  And, I look forward to 
causing more physical and intentional theatrical creations in my empowered students.
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NOTES 
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Denise Myers with 
Student Assistant Alexis DeSollar: 

Monologue Journeys with Margolis Method 

Actors often approach a monologue by primarily considering how they are going to “say” it, rather than 
physically engaging with the journey of the character through the text from beginning to end. Instead, their 
focus is placed on their intellectual choices. Although they may also take time to analyze the given 
circumstances of the character’s emotional situation, they struggle to physically manifest these concepts.

While the Margolis Method overall provides the means of training an intellectually, emotionally, and 
physically engaged actor, its exercises are also used as research methods to investigate scripted texts. 
Specific exercises offer different physical, emotional, and spatial challenges to help embody the text, 
and stimulate the actor’s imagination, in order to discover fresh new options and possibilities that can 
be then shaped within the given circumstances of the particular play.

In my Advanced Movement class of junior and senior Theatre majors I had students choose and 
perform a 45 second realistic-style monologue, which I taped. During the next classes, I introduced 
Margolis exercises, which were later tied back into the monologue. After this research process, the 
students then revisited and performed their monologues integrating information they had found 
intriguing. I taped this second version, and the students were able to view both and reflect on their 
progress (a sampling of these comments are included at the end of this article).

The metaphor of a journey forms a fundamental creative structure of Margolis Method. Exercises that 
incorporate this structure allow actors to explore and manifest the beginning, middle and ends of 
stories. With the monologues these tools also helped the students sense the movement through text as 
well as space. The structure requires awareness of change from one moment to the next as the 
character physically moves from one place to the next. Each moment has to be justified and inspire the 
one that follows, while the history of the entire journey is maintained. The character is therefore 
journeying in a philosophical and literal way.

The Process
I began the research process by first teaching transports, which requires that the character ground itself 
in the present moment and prepare for the advancement to the next spot. Students worked solo, before 
leading three other members in an exercise that required the leader to inspire the others to transport to 
the front, to back and side-to-side.

I then introduced more specific ways to transport forward and backward:
• Conforming to the front (sending energy forward when traveling forward) 
• Contrasting from the front (gathering energy inward when traveling forward)
• Conforming to the back (sending energy back when traveling backward)
• Contrasting from the back (gathering energy inward when traveling backward)

Setting a Journey Script
With these four options, students explored and then set a script from one side of the room to the other, 
a space of approximately 30’. I gave no limitations to the number of beats or dramatic packets students 
could use to create the journey across the room. Students then paired up and taught their sequences to 
each other. This pedagogical technique of teaching a sequence to someone else is intrinsic to the 
Method and requires the creator of the journey to be clear and precise. The questions asked by the 
actor learning the sequence inspires the actor working as character, playwright, and director to 
incorporate new insights into each of the choices. The actor working as learner also becomes a 
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focused outside eye for the creator because they are mentally and physically aware of the sequence of 
acting beats and of the intention justifying each one. At the same time, both students are effectively 
practicing the Margolis Method vocabulary that gives them the language to clearly articulate what 
moments are effective or ineffective--and why.

Adding Neutral Mask
Once the sequence became clearer and more specific, I had the creator perform the journey again 
wearing a neutral mask to offer a new and added perspective to both the performer and to the observer. 
The mask brought a different physical awareness to the performer and the observer was able to more 
clearly focus on  how the core was or wasn’t initiating each dramatic moment. Comments from both the 
performer and the partner became even more specific and focused on clarity of choices, transitions, 
and the overall shape of the storytelling.

Committing Choices to Paper
I had the students sit down and individually write down the beats of their journey so they could analyze 
what they had created dramaturgically. For example, they investigated questions such as: How 
specifically did the character change over the journey? Were there any patterns and how did they affect 
the story? Where and how did the character begin, where was the middle moment, and how did the 
story end? Each student explained their findings to their partner, who could also point out connections.

Through this research process, students were learning how to create a journey by using physical 
limitations, their own imaginations, the questions and input of a peer, and script analysis of their 
physical texts. Up to this point, students were working without an external context for their journey—the 
character created within the arc of the story was a result of the physicalization of the exercise.

Merging Monologue into Journey
Abandoning the neutral masks, I then asked the students to interact with the text of their monologue 
merging it into the journey, using the rationale of the movements to inspire their need to speak the 
playwrights’ words. The text could be spoken anywhere in the journey, but had to finish by the last 
moment. Again, students worked alone, and then with their partners as outside eyes. The objective of 
this step in the exercise was to justify the text in relationship to the preconceived journey, but not 
necessarily to justify the text to the “other”, (the character on the receiving end of the monologue). 
Therefore, the “other” was represented as being spoken to, but not as having a concrete location in the 
space, i.e. in front of or behind the character on the journey.

A common struggle as expressed by a student:
When we were told that our movement journey would be the journey of our monologues, I was really 
intrigued. However, once I started working on it I started having a small freak out. I was confused [about] 
how to put my monologue and my interpretation to fit this journey that I had unknowingly created for my 
monologue. I was having a hard time breaking from my mold and my normal way of doing it. I felt as 
though I didn't have enough movements for the amount of text. However, once I started discovering 
transitions, everything clicked. I was able to use my text in the transitions and when I tried this out for the 
first time, I began to discover many different things about my monologue that I otherwise wouldn't have 
noticed. It helped to break out of the "soundtracking", [i.e. habitually repeating a vocal pattern of a specific 
acting choice] if you will, and really open myself up to options and exploration.
—Emily

Presenting Monologue in Three Steps
1. The actor performed the journey across the floor in the neutral mask.
2. The actor performed the journey across the floor with the integrated monologue.
3. The actor performed their journey with the monologue, facing the audience, but without traveling 
across the space.
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I had to clarify that when I asked them to “perform the monologue without traveling”, it didn’t mean 
“without physically manifesting”.  Ideally, although the transports themselves were abandoned, the 
energy and core articulations that inspired these transports were not. At this point, students were 
challenged to further shape these integrated physical and textual monologues by taking into 
consideration the given circumstances of the play.

In speaking about the project after the taping of these second performances individual students 
commented that they had used the opportunity of redoing their monologues, not so much to “do the 
monologue right” but to give themselves a personal goal. For example, a student challenged himself to 
focus on tracking the inner life of the character’s journey without external gestures. He chose to therefore 
build new and more effective habits without encouraging his tendencies to only “show” externally.

Specific Written Student Reflections
This made me think about all the other patterns that could fit with my monologue to convey a different 
journey. I never really thought about monologues as their own journeys until we put meaningful 
movement with it.
-- Alisa

I am learning to deconstruct some old, product-focused habits and forming more developed process-
based ones. . . I think now the monologue definitely has a clear journey that the audience can see and 
understand clearly. 
-- Ryan

I was able to look at all of the pieces of a journey, each individual part and function and how it went into a 
monologue… Overall, I now have a better understanding of taking larger ideas in my objectives and 
tactics for a monologue, and pairing them down and shaping them to form a strong monologue with clear 
intent. The acting all comes a lot easier after really exploring and fleshing out my options along the way.
– Nathan

[The monologue] had a much bigger range of motion and emotion. 
– Andrea

[My choices] seemed clearer, and I could see my thought process as it went along. I also think that 
generally I was more supported throughout the monologue. I had way less shoulder tension and vocal 
tension than I did in the start of the semester . . . I am happy with where I am. I’m finally to a place 
where I can practice working on my own and still have room for discovery. 
-- Shalyn

It's weird-we step away from the thing we know-scenes and monologues, and learn these foreign 
fundamentals to be able to go back to the scenes and monologues new and improved.… We have 
developed a new muscle memory. 
-- Terrance

Conclusion
By using the Method’s principles and exercises the students were able to explore their monologues in a 
deeper manner. The students were not only training their physical instruments, but their imaginations, 
playwriting, and directing skills. They were also preparing a short monologue that could be used later to 
continue to practice specificity, interpretation, and storytelling. Therefore, the techniques learned were 
not only made tangible, but immediately applicable. By recording the monologue before and after the 
journey exercise, tracking progress was not only felt viscerally, but also visibly noticeable in the 
comparison between the earlier and later videos.
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Denise Myers: 
Playing Games versus Actors at Work 

There are many theatre games that are utilized to energize students and get them to play with each 
other, but little more is done with the game as far as deliberately teaching and practicing skills that are 
transferable to acting in scenes. Students are expected to “apply the principles of the game” on their 
own. But when Margolis Method techniques are employed, these games can become excellent 
ensemble training devices through intentionally practicing specific acting skill sets. The bridge is 
created between playing a game to collaborative, embodied storytelling.


A very common warm-up game is to do a wave-like motion around a circle of students, where one 
student does a sound/movement which each student repeats in turn passing it around the circle.  As 
the sound/movement comes back around to where it began, the next student changes the sound/
movement, which then also continues around the circle.  A way through Margolis Method to make this 
exercise theatrical and not solely gymnastic is to ask students to create specific dramatic momentum 
with the particular sound/movement so that it inspires a journey around the circle with a building and 
receding force.  With this intention choices are inspired by the overall dramatic journey rather than 
being self-motivated. 


The student who instigates the first movement/sound begins in a way that would suggest and inspire 
the need for the next actor to build on that energy. The student at the top of the build of energy in the 
circle progression would then have to start inspiring the dissipation of the momentum so that the 
energy/story would end with the last actor. In this way each and every actor in the circle is both 
justifying their acting beat and inspiring and creating the need for the next beat. Students must note 
where they are in the beginning, middle, or end of the circle so that they can make themselves 
vulnerable to be ready to absorb and to respond to what is being given to them. So, while students are 
still manifesting the same sound/movement as everyone else, they have to justify and shape their 
particular sound/movement to where it occurs in the overall wave/story around the circle.  


As the instigator of each new sound/movement changes, so too does each student’s place in the 
sequence for how to transform the story. Looking at this exercise through the lens of Margolis Method, 
students are now working on their individual contribution to the ensemble story, which has a clear 
beginning, middle, and end. In the traditional rendition of the exercise above, the sound and 
movement choice is totally arbitrary and not dramatically justified or have any emotional truth. The 
usual tendency is for each actor to tell their own story and to lose connection to their individual role in 
the larger ensemble story being told.


Another particularly ubiquitous warm up game is Whoosh-Whoa-Zap. The aim generally is to get the 
energy moving as fast as possible around the ensemble. To begin this game, students stand in a 
circle. The first action is for one person to swing their arms and send energy to the next person 
clockwise in the circle and say Whoosh.  This motion/sound is passed around the circle with each 
person saying Whoosh as it passes.


A following option is added which gives the actors a choice either to continue the Whoosh or to hold 
up both hands and say Whoa, which then negates the exchange and reverses the direction of the 
Whoosh. Eventually a third option is given which allows an actor receiving either a Whoosh or a Whoa 
to send the energy to an actor across the circle by brushing their hands together sharply in the 
direction of the other chosen actor, while saying Zap. The actor receiving the Zap can choose to 
continue the Zap energy to someone else across the circle, or to transform it into a Whoosh by 
directing the energy to the actor on their right or left. 


This simple exercise has so many wonderful skill sets that can be practiced if performed intentionally 
by applying the principles of Margolis Method.  Rather than focusing on only moving quickly, the 
process of receiving and transforming energy in specific ways can be practiced, as well as also 
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understanding how the larger dramaturgy is being created. For example, with the Whoosh choice, how 
is the energy involuntarily received from the left, absorbed, circulated inside the core, and transformed 
to voluntary energy in order to send it out to the person on the right?  Instead of quickly Whooshing in 
a superficial and surface manner by just swinging the arms and saying a word, there could be 
deliberate and intentional changes in how the energy is sent and absorbed from actor to actor and 
transformed through the core circling the energy to send it on which affects the quality and intention of 
the voice. Each exchange becomes a unique and theatrical moment.


When the Whoa choice is used, the receiving person must first absorb the energy coming in and then 
use an internal pendulum to send it back to the giver so that the energy can continue and is not just 
blocked and stopped. Pendulums always return energy in the same direction from which it was 
received after it has first been absorbed. As the receiving student plays this negating choice, the 
energy is sent back in a way that allows for the story to continue.  It’s not a refusal of the energy, but 
rather a “back in your court” move. 


The Zap choice involves yet another different exchange because when the energy is received from the 
side, it must be absorbed and then transformed and turned in direction, in order to be directed 
forward, which is the process of a loop. In this situation the loop is a short, sharp release of energy 
that has to cover more space to a person across the circle rather than to the person either on the right 
or the left of the sender. A different preparation has to happen within the core to justify a change of 
direction, distance, and intention.  If the energy were then received across the circle from the front, 
then a pendulum transition would be used to send it back across the circle, or another loop would 
happen to send the energy to the right or left of the receiver.


By exploring the differences in energy exchanges and actually absorbing before responding, students 
feel how each choice requires a different preparation. Each choice also has different limitations. After 
receiving the sent energy students can realize in the Brechtian moment

 of decision how much easier it is to continue the received choice, than to transform to one of the 
other two choices.  For example, it’s much easier to circle the energy to continue the path of the 
Whoosh than it is to change to the loop of the Zap because more physical elements need to adjust. 
The Method also focuses actors on the fact that they are practicing the skill of seeing more than one 
option for a character’s choice. This attention first requires each student to embody the fact that they 
are not just a person standing in a circle, but characters that are open and vulnerable and are tracking 
the dramaturgy of the larger story being created. The student has to decide then not what is the easier 
choice, but what is the needed choice for the story at any given moment. This process harkens back 
to the first sound/movement exercise. Rarely, outside of training with Margolis Method is the idea of 
actor training putting to the forefront the skill set of understanding and tracking the larger story of the 
play and role of each individual character within it. Once again, often when this exercise is played, the 
choices of each student are usually just arbitrary and created in a surface manner. 


With practice and the student’s focus shifted from moving as fast as they can to making justified 
dramatic choices, specific stories can develop through creating dramatic packets

 of exchanges, instead of an unspecific continuous cycle. As a group, the students can be asked to 
feel when one pattern has gone on too long and needs to be changed.  When is a smooth flow of 
Whoosh needed amongst the short, sharp shocks of Zaps?  When does the energy need to stop to 
end the story?  What is the next best choice to begin the next packet?  In this way the students stay 
as participants in the exercise rather than becoming observers when the energy exchange is 
happening away from them.  They stay engaged through the whole process rather than waiting to 
participate until when their “cue line comes.” This exercise then is truly building an ensemble of actors 
who are all intentionally practicing tracking the progress of a scene and their individual responsibility to 
create it.  Monologues also have these types of twists and turns of energy flow, which build a specific 
physical journey.  Students mentally realize and viscerally feel the difference between tactical changes. 


Another variation would be for the students to turn and be facing each other when giving and receiving 
the energy.  The choices for how to absorb and transform movements are different whether sending 
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energy side-to-side or forward.  Or the receiver could circle it behind to practice developing use and 
awareness of the space in back of the actor.


Exploring existing theatre games through the lens of Margolis Method helps students practice 
embodying and understanding the dramatic options they have and the acting choices they are 
making. The purpose of games can go far beyond “energizing” and “group bonding”.  Margolis 
Method provides the needed tools necessary to transform these simple games to concrete exercises 
that can help to develop a student’s acting skill sets in deliberate and conscious ways.


NOTES 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Boris Daussà Pastor: 
A Quest for Universals in Acting: From 

Commonalities across 
Cultures to the Laws of Physics 

Abstract 

Training in the craft of theatre often involves developing skills that allow for successful 
theatrical productions in the context of a particular culture, aesthetic, or performative 
tradition. The skills needed for Kathakali are not the same than those needed for a production 
in the classical Shakespearean tradition or those used in Commedia dell’arte. However, 
theatre practitioners such as Grotowski or Eugenio Barba strived to find essential elements 
that could transcend one particular culture and express deep, universal aspects that reside in 
all theatricality. One might say that trying to find universal principles by looking at specific 
cultural expressions is problematic and can easily turn into a flawed effort that categorizes 
some cultures as more theatrical than others. Obviously, this is an oversimplification of the 
issue, which would misrepresent the deep and thoughtful effort of people like Grotowski or 
Barba in their work across cultures.


Still, can we find some universal theatrical principles that are not based on specific cultural 
expressions or theatre techniques? This is precisely one of the questions that Kari Margolis 
answers with the training method she developed. The Margolis Method understands theatre 
training through the basic principles of physics, with the understanding that the laws of 
physics affect each and every human being regardless of their culture. At its core lies the idea 
that we can all understand and accept the honesty and reality of elements such as gravity or 
momentum. This approach to understanding theatricality can be then applied to any acting 
technique or aesthetic of theatre. This paper presents the driving principles behind the 
creation of Margolis Method, putting it in perspective with former efforts based on the study 
of common elements of theatre across cultures, a perspective that will show a shift in the 
narrative of universal principles proposed by former theatre practitioners.


Introduction: 
This paper reflects upon the approach to theatre training that Margolis Method offers, an 
approach that focuses on training artists in basic principles of theatricality rather than specific 
theatre conventions and techniques. The paper describes two main groups in which we could 
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categorize current theatre training: one, training for a specific theatre convention or practice; 
and the other, training through elements that are common to a number of theatre conventions 
or cultures. Placing Margolis Method in this second category, the paper proposes that 
Margolis Method offers a radical shift from the approach taken by other researchers looking 
for universal aspects in theatre, such as Grotowski or Barba. As a conclusion, the paper 
proposes that this new perspective in the research for fundamental aspects of theatricality 
offered by Kari Margolis becomes a productive point of departure that solves some of the 
problems that these former transcultural approaches encountered. Additionally, the paper 
suggests that the possibilities of exploration are not limited to Kari Margolis’s work on her 
Margolis Method, but rather her approach opens up the possibility for further exploration in 
additional directions. 


The study of theatre embraces today a variety of performance traditions and approaches to 
performance, many of them with their own particular performance conventions. Training in the 
craft of theatre often involves developing specific skills that allow for successful theatrical 
productions in the context of a particular culture, aesthetic, or performative tradition. The 
skills needed for Kathakali are not the same than those needed for a production in the 
classical Shakespearean tradition or those used in Commedia dell’arte. How should then be 
the training of a theatre practitioner? 


As scholars, we often thrive in the understanding of not one, but many approaches to theatre 
and the theatrical, but most often we become experts in some particular area of study, unable 
to master all fields involved in theatre studies today. What should the theatre practitioner do? 
Should the practitioner also be exposed to a number of theatre conventions and then 
specialize in one of them as many scholars would do? Or, otherwise, is there anything 
common or universal to theatre practice that could be used to articulate the training of theatre 
practitioners? In the same way that Performance Studies allowed us to consider our multiple 
discourses in Theatre Studies under a larger, common idea, could we approach theatre 
training from the perspective of a larger, common frame? Kari Margolis, with the creation of 
Margolis Method, offers an approach to theatre training that looks precisely at this larger, 
common frame.


Certainly, other theatre practitioners such as Jerzy Grotowski or Eugenio Barba strived to find 
essential elements that could transcend one particular culture and express deep, universal 
aspects that reside in all theatricality. As we can see then, this is not an altogether new quest. 
Nevertheless, Kari Margolis’ approach to finding universal aspects in theatre practice departs 
dramatically from Barba and Grotowski. In fact, the fundamental ideas behind Margolis 
Method could be useful for articulating a critique to Barba’s Theatre Anthropology or 
Grotowski’s Objective Drama, although this is not the project of today’s paper. 


As a last step before moving to the theoretical underpinnings of Margolis Method and how it 
may intervene in the current discourse on universal principles in theatre, we will take a look at 
some of the characteristics of current theater training. It is important to know that Margolis 
Method is not a theory of analysis of performance, but a method for training theatre artists, 
and it is in the context of theatre training that it should first be considered.


At the beginning of this paper I wondered if the theatre artist should focus on training for a 
particular performance tradition or rather train on aspects that seem common across a 
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number of theatrical conventions. For many theatre practitioners that do not follow a highly 
conventional theatre tradition, this question probably doesn’t have a definitive answer. We 
need to be reminded, though, that there are many theatre traditions that require their 
practitioners to be proficient in some particularly codified theatre practice. To give the same 
examples mentioned above, a performer of Kathakali or Commedia dell’arte needs to master 
some particular movements and stage conventions. For such clearly codified and 
conventionalized forms of theatre, theatre training is usually straightforward. There is no 
mystery to Kathakali hand gestures or to Commedia dell’arte stock characters’ movements. In 
the training for such conventions the teacher shows the appropriate codified gesture to the 
student, and the student practices the gesture until it seems correct according to convention. 
In fact, once the teacher demonstrates the gesture, the student can practice alone without 
supervision, and come back to the teacher for validation once the gesture has been 
perfected. Just in the same way that a dancer or musician would do, the theatre artists in a 
highly conventionalized performance tradition needs to train and repeat in order to gain 
mastery of the convention. 


The difficulty comes when we move from highly conventionalized theatre practices to forms of 
theatre where the convention is not based on easily recognizable physical characteristics and 
demands that the performer appear on stage behaving as a human being would behave in 
everyday life. When the theatre convention is not based on the use of a heightened physical, 
vocal, or visual world, the theatre training becomes more mysterious and less straightforward, 
more often depending on constant external validation by an acting teacher or a theatre 
director. In many cases, the acting students don’t receive specific tools that will allow them to 
develop their craft independently, and the strategy relies more on gaining experience through 
trial and error under the assessment and validation of an external eye. This approach 
assumes that after a number of experiences under careful supervision and validation by a 
teacher or director, the actor will be able to somehow replicate similarly successful results in 
future occasions. Unfortunately this approach doesn’t offer tools and exercises to the 
performer to practice and get better on its own, as a dancer or musician would. This is again, 
another subject that merits attention on its own and that is also addressed in Margolis 
Method approach to theatre training, although I will not develop it further today because it is 
not central to the argument of this paper. However appropriate or not, there are a number of 
approaches to acting that seek that the performer behave on stage in ways that could be 
perceived by the audience as natural human behavior. 


In both cases mentioned above, highly codified performance traditions and theatre traditions 
based on natural human behavior, theatre training focuses on providing the performer with the 
necessary skills for being proficient in one particular performance convention, usually 
associated to some specific theatre aesthetic.


However, not all theatre training is geared towards one particular aesthetic or performance 
tradition. For the sake of this paper I am oversimplifying by including now in a second 
category a number of approaches to theatre and theatre training that in fact may not 
necessarily share similar objectives. Nevertheless, they do share that the training they 
propose is not limited to one particular performance convention or one particular approach to 
theatricality. This category would include, for example, schools that train their students in a 
number of different performance conventions, or training that focuses on some fundamental 
common elements without training on any one particular convention of performance. 
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Most theatre schools that are not associated with a particular theatre convention or a 
particular acting technique tend to gravitate towards a model where the student studies 
separated disciplines (acting, voice, movement, dance), and in some cases even a number of 
techniques within each of these disciplines. In some cases this approach simply hopes that 
the student will be able to piece it all together into something useful for their future as theatre 
practitioners. In some other cases, these discreet disciplines serve as techniques that the 
student applies in the context of student productions under the guidance of the school. 
Margolis Method questions this fragmented exposure to training and looks to an integrated 
approach to theatre training. However, for the third time in this paper, I find another aspect 
that Margolis Method addresses in its philosophy but that I will leave for another occasion due 
to the nature of today’s presentation.


I would also include within this second category but departing from the model of 
fragmentation of theatre training, the work of Eugenio Barba and Jerzy Grotowski. Although 
the approach and work in theatre training developed by Barba and Grotowski has different 
characteristics and responds to different objectives, and it would be a mistake to gloss over 
their differences, they share certain commonalities that are useful for my consideration of 
Margolis Method. In both Eugenio Barba’s work on Theatre Anthropology and Jerzy 
Grotowski’s exploration from his Theatre of Sources to the Objective Drama, they focus on the 
study of a number of cultures and their performance conventions in order to arrive to a certain 
essential principles. In this sense they also share with Kari Margolis the preoccupation for 
finding something that is common in the theatre and that could be perceived and affect any 
and all audiences, and perhaps could be applied in the training of performers. Thus, Barba 
and Grotowski, in spite of their different work and trajectories, share the common effort to 
understand some basic principles of theatre and theatricality by studying a number of 
performance traditions.


One might say that trying to find universal principles by looking at specific cultural 
expressions is problematic and could easily turn into a flawed effort that may categorize some 
cultures as more theatrical than others. However, it is worth explaining that this has never 
been part of Barba or Grotwoski’s effort, and their exploration of theatrical principles and the 
essence of theatre is never geared towards a hierarchical classification of theatre practices 
and their conventions. For one, Eugenio Barba looks at a number of examples from very 
diverse theatre traditions and finds what he calls “recurring principles.” On the other side, 
Grotowski explores the performance practices of different cultures in order to find specific 
elements that are particularly moving, in order to identify them and use them.


Thus, we see that by looking at the particular, Barba tries to draw some general principles of 
theatricality in a process that could be similar to the scientific method of inductive reasoning, 
which looks at particular elements in order to draw conclusions and provide some general 
scientific laws. Grotowski’s effort is slightly different inasmuch as he is not trying to find any 
basic principles, but rather in his exploration of objective drama he looks at “those elements 
of the ancient rituals of various world cultures which have a precise and therefore objective 
impact on participants.”


Still, can we find some universal theatrical principles that are not based on specific cultural 
expressions or theatre techniques? This is precisely one of the questions that Kari Margolis 
answers with the training method she developed.  Although she shares with Barba and 
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Grotowski the idea that there are some elements that are essential to theatricality and that do 
not belong to any one particular aesthetic or performance tradition, she reverses the process 
and uses what we could characterize as a deductive approach. Rather than looking at 
culturally specific performance traditions and finding their underlying principles or 
performative essences like Barba and Grotowski did, she proposes some basic principles at 
work in theatricality and proposes exercises for the theatre artist to understand these 
principles and apply them to any aesthetic or convention of performance. In a certain way, her 
method, once the principles have been identified, corresponds to a deductive approach, in 
which the theoretical principles are identified first and then the exercises are laid out to 
confirm them.


However, it is important to remember that Kari Margolis is essentially a practitioner, and her 
approach responds to the needs that arise in the practice of theatre making. Although I 
described here her work as a deductive approach in which some basic principles are laid out 
first, the Margolis Method is not a theoretical methodology that teaches the theatre artist 
through an intellectual understanding of such principles. In fact, the Margolis Method, as a 
practical method of theatre training, doesn’t necessarily identify explicitly in its training the 
name of the principles that are at play at any given moment. As a scholar, this theoretical 
understanding of the processes at play within Margolis Method is part of the work I am 
developing, whereas Kari Margolis’s focus is on uncovering the principles that need to be 
worked for a stronger theatricality, and creating the exercises for training theatre artists.


Margolis Method may be deductive in nature but it is eminently based on practice. It is 
deductive in the sense that its exercises train the theatre artist on the mastery of some 
principle of theatricality that could be applied to any aesthetic or performance convention. 
However, the process for identifying such principles arises from the practical work in the 
studio. In rehearsal with her associated theatre artists and in training with her students, Kari 
Margolis identifies some of the problems that theatre artists encounter in their creative 
practice. When looking at these problems, she identifies the core aspects that are at play and 
creates specific exercises that provide both an intellectual and embodied understanding. 
Thus, the exercises are practical in nature but theoretical in essence, providing both an 
intellectual understanding of the issue and a specific way of embodying and manifesting 
some particular principle in performance.  I am afraid that I have to confess here a fourth and 
last aspect that although being thoroughly addressed within Margolis Method, I am unable to 
develop today for the sake of the argument I am presenting here. Indeed, Margolis Method is 
not a closed series of exercises, but rather a methodology for identifying, exploring, and 
training in the main principles that lay at the core of theatricality. As such, it cannot be 
considered an acting technique, but rather a method for training theatre artists that is open to 
the addition of new exercises, new lines of inquiry, and that is currently applied to a number of 
fields of performing arts (acting, directing, playwriting, singing, puppetry, dance, orchestra 
conducting, etc.) and could be open to applications in other areas that have not yet been 
explored. However, for the sake of concluding my original argument, I will go back to the 
original contribution that Margolis Method makes to the understanding of universal aspects in 
acting.


In the work that Kari Margolis has developed so far in over 35 years of daily work at the 
studio, she identified principles that I would categorize under two different but related areas: 
the laws of physics, and the idea that there are always at least two forces operating in 
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different directions. Although I divide these two areas for clarity, the reality is that in the 
training exercises of Margolis Method these two areas operate concurrently. Certainly, some 
exercises may be designed to work more specifically on one are or the other, in fact all 
exercises contain a certain degree of both of them.


Regarding the first area, the Margolis Method understands theatre training through the basic 
principles of physics with the understanding that the laws of physics affect each and every 
human being regardless of their culture. At its core lies the idea that we can all understand 
and accept the honesty and reality of elements like gravity or momentum. Margolis Method 
doesn’t use in its discourse language such as truth or “being truthful” often used in theatre. 
The Margolis Method speaks instead of honesty, the honesty of what the actor or the scene, 
does. In this sense, human beings perceive nature and physics as essentially honest (or 
truthful, as some other theatre trainings may say). Thus, when the world around us behaves 
according to the laws of physics, we perceive this world as natural, normal, honest, or 
truthful; whereas if the world around us behaved contrary to the laws of physics, and objects 
became weightless, or a small force provoked an enormous effect, for example, we would 
perceive this behavior as unnatural, strange, dishonest, or untrue. In a similar way, the 
behavior of any element on stage (humans, objects, voice, lights, etc), can be looked at from 
the perspective of the laws of physics. Thus, we can easily know when an element behaves 
with honesty (that is, with truthfulness according to other approaches to theatre) or not. The 
moment we understand and we are capable of applying the honesty of physics to any of the 
elements on stage, we can decide as theatre artists what to do with it. We can decide, as 
theatre artists, that for the sake of our performance we want it to be perceived as real and 
honest, so we will simply work hard to keep the honesty of physics; or otherwise we could 
decide that our performance will live in a world of fantasy, and thus we will work hard to 
present situations on stage where we break the laws of physics.


With regards to the second area of principles, those that work with the idea that there are 
always at least two forces operating in different directions, it has implications that go much 
beyond the simple physical aspect of opposition of forces. For example, this is also related to 
the idea that any human interaction has always a public and a private aspect to it (the inside 
and the outside; the text and the subtext; the desire and the action). At a practical level, these 
exercises help the theatre artist understand that there is a need to manifest always some level 
of opposing intention in anything that happens on stage. In fact, if the idea of the laws of 
physics described earlier will provide something similar to what other forms of theatre call 
truthfulness, the idea of opposing forces will provide the idea of what other forms of theatre 
may call conflict. However, within the discourse of Margolis Method, these opposing forces 
are not limited to one particular moment of the theatre, but are actually these opposing forces 
or conflicts are present throughout any behavior on stage, albeit the level of opposition and 
complexity of these forces will be different according to the situation at play.


With the examples given above about the two main areas that Margolis Method developed so 
far I hope it is clear that this approach to understanding theatricality can be applied to any 
acting technique or aesthetic of theatre. Margolis Method training helps theatre artists train in 
some fundamental principles, but those principles may be applied to any aesthetic or 
performance tradition.
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To summarize, this paper presented the driving principles behind the creation of Margolis 
Method, putting it in perspective with former efforts to find universal aspects in theatre. 
However, although Kari Margolis’s effort responds to a similar belief that there are some 
underlying aspects that are common to all forms of theatre, the perspective that she offers for 
the study of such commonalities presents a radical shift from the study of cultures, to the 
study of fundamental aspects of nature that affect all humanity. The implications of this radical 
shift go much beyond the actual effort of Margolis Method and could be applied to new 
explorations that depart from the principles already explored by Kari Margolis. Her 
contribution with Margolis Method is important because it offers a specific set of exercises for 
the training of theatre practitioners that are not geared to any specific theatre convention or 
performance tradition.  In addition, the study of the processes at play within Margolis Method 
and Kari Margolis’s approach to theatre training may offer a new theoretical model for the 
exploration of training methods.


Although this paper is limited by the constraints of a conference presentation, the implication I 
am making is that the shift could become as radical as the one operated in Richard 
Schechner’s paradigm shift with his take on performance studies applied to theatre studies. 
Researchers such as Barba and Grotowski already explored the possibility of finding essential 
or universal elements in all theatricality that could be applied to theatre practice. I propose 
that further exploration of the theoretical implications of Margolis Method’s approach may 
help us review the methods Barba and Grotowski used and propose new approaches that 
frame the training in a larger perspective of basic principles, principles that can be understood 
in combination with any other existing acting technique or training practices in any existing 
performance tradition. Margolis Method’s approach may offer a model that doesn’t intend to 
substitute or exclude any of the existing training methods, but it may offer a general 
framework for the articulation of a larger theory of performance training.
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